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Submitting your construction documents while the builds progress means faster code compliance processing. Types of construction documentationThe construction documentation required for your project will be listed on building permission construction documentation and advisory notes provided with your build permission. Construction documents may include: Licensed Building Practitioner records of
work (external link) for limited building work. Build location certificate. Acode drainage plan. A-built prop design. Producer statement for construction review (PS4). Producer statements for construction (PS3). Energy works safety certificates (electric or gas). Certificates related to specified systems. We encourage you to provide you with construction documentation as the builds progress. Reviewing your
documents as we receive them, before passing the final build inspection, will lead to faster processing of your code-compliance certificate. The status of the documents will be displayed on your notifications about the inspection site. This allows you to easily see what documents the code compliance assessor received and accepted and what documents are still required. Before you send us your
documents, make sure they are fully completed: Correct build permission number (BCN) and property address. All required names, addresses, and contact details. An accurate description of the builds performed. Signed and dated by the person who performed or supervised the work. The author's applicable qualifications, registration number(s) or experience. Where to send your construction
documentationOnline: Submit documents by submitting online services (external link) via uploading additional information option. Email: Email documents for codecompliance@ccc.govt.nz. Forms, guides, and fees for building permission applications, building inspections, Building Act fulfiling, and more. Forms and guides for building permissions applications, building inspections, Building Act compliance
and more. City Council fees and charges for Consent and Compliance Group 2020/2021. Last updated: 15 March 2015 Producer statements can help support building permission applications (and code-compliance certification) as long as the council accepts them as accurate and reliable. A producer statement is a professional opinion based on sound judgment and specialist expertise. This is not a product
warranty or warranty of compliance. While producer statements are well established and widely used, they have no specific status under the Building Act 2004. They are used as one source of information the council can rely on to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to conclude that the work Code.In compliant with the Building, considering whether a producer statement should be accepted, a
council would normally evaluate the credentials of the author to ensure that that person has the appropriate experience and competence in their specific field of expertise and their own of the build. Producer statements are typically used for specialist work, such as engineering, or where there is a proprietary product installed by appointed contractors. Aspects of this work will be outside the council's in-
house expertise and a producer statement can assist the council when determining whether the building work is compliant with the Building Code. Councils will use their judgment when considering producer statements and how much weight to give them. There are currently four types of producer statement, all with generally widespread council adoption. They are known as: PS 1 - Design PS 2 - Design
review PS 3 - Construction (often used by the installers of proprietary systems) PS 4 - Construction review. The council should be clear about when they expect to receive producer statements during the Building Consent Process. You need to ensure that the contractor's involvement includes the need to provide the producer statement with the completion of the work. Building officials include information for
the council's on producer statements. Information necessary in a producer statement It is important that producer statements for design (PS1) or design review (PS2) set out the specific clause(s) of the Building Code that the design adheres to, and how it complies with the Building Code (for example, Acceptable Solution or Authentication Method, MBIE guidance and/or specific design designed).
Guidelines: The use of producer states [PDF 56 KB] on the Engineering New Zealand website has information on what to include in a producer statement. How CoWs and producer states work together For residential work, licensed building practitioners (LBPs) must produce a certificate of work (CoW) for engineering design of the primary structure (including foundations). It is good practice to attach
relevant producer statements to the CoW and specifically refer to them and other relevant reports (for example, geotechnical reports and/or design features reports) in the CoW reference column. On-site monitoring by a EngineerIf agreement has been reached that a chartered professional engineer (CPIng) will oversee construction monitoring (and provide a producer statement) any limited builds
undertaken during this supervision is still required to be executed or supervised by a licensed building practitioner (LBP). The LBP must also provide a record of work for the limited builds they undertake or supervise. Councils can make it a condition of the building permission that a CPIng monitors elements of construction work and reviews construction, completing a PS4. The CPIng is often the best
person to undertake the construction monitoring because they can understand and verify any design assumptions. We encourage appropriate engineering involvement in the entire building process from concept to detailed design, design review and construction monitoring. The degree of involvement in all aspects varies depending on last name complexity of the build. We also recommend that you use the
producer statement (when applicable) as a sign-off declaration of the engineer at every stage in the building process (such as design, review and construction monitoring). monitoring).
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